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. Another way to apply the shared components palette is to create and edit a custom
palette windows.Tuesday, September 7, 2011 Grapes of Wrath -- Part 1 -- Bill and

Cynthia's Journey One of the most striking elements of my presentation is my use of
contemporary photographs to document the journey Bill and Cynthia made from the Dust

Bowl through the Great Depression and up into the new information age. The story has
never been told in such detail and with such photographs. The goal of this blog is to share
more of the story with viewers. You will see Bill and Cynthia following the San Francisco
Tribune. Through Bob Scanlan I am acquiring the photographs. I will also use the blog to

share photographs from the other photographers as well as my own. One of the most
fascinating elements of the journey is Bill and Cynthia's interaction with each other. Bill is

very quiet and I think most viewers of this video will be surprised by his ability to
communicate with Cynthia. They were inseparable from the beginning of their journey

and their lack of a very clear plan is a testament to their ability to read the situation and
react to it. At times they were competing with each other and at times they worked well

together. Their relationships are also interesting from a psychological perspective. As
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every relationship you have had you can see yourself reflected in Bill and Cynthia's
interaction as well. Today is the first of a 3-part video presentation of the Grapes of

Wrath. Part 1 contains the journey of Bill and Cynthia from August through October of
1935 when they arrived in California. You can also find a link to Part 2, which contains the
first part of their journey from California through Idaho and Oregon to the San Francisco

Bay Area. I will post Part 3 next week. Links About Me Author of "The Things They
Carried" and the upcoming "Good Times, Bad Times" about the war in Iraq. I have

published four previous books, including "Echo in the Canyon," "Cry of the Icemen" and
"Beyond the Horizon." I have a MA in Creative Writing/Writing for the Screen from Antioch

College.Find Your Degree Degree Category Subject Sponsored Schools Business
Administration SchoolsIn Lufkin, Texas There is only one business administration school in
Lufkin for faculty to choose from. The trends in Lufkin's business administration academic

community can be evaluated by looking at the statistics and graphs below, which
includes
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